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    RECONSIDERATION OF THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN 

ENVIRONMENTAL REGULATION AND COMPARATIVE ADVANTAGE: 

     THE ROLE OF ENVIRONMENTAL EXTERNALITIES 

             ON THE PRODUCTION SIDE

Akihiko YANASE

Faculty of Economics, Takasaki City University of Economics, 
Takasaki, Japan

First version received June 2003; final version accepted December 2004

Abstract: The conventional view of the literature on trade and the environment is that 

tighter environmental policy leads to a country's comparative disadvantage in polluting 

goods. This paper re-examines such the relationship between environmental policy and 
comparative advantage by introducing negative externalities of pollution on the produc-

tion side (productivity and/or factor endowments) into the standard Heckscher-Ohlin 
model. It is shown that, depending on the externality effects, tighter environmental 

policy may lead to a decrease in the autarky relative price of a pollution-intensive good. 

Key words: Environmental Policy, Comparative Advantage, Pollution-intensity, Pollution Externality on 
the Production Side. 

JEL Classification Number: F18,1-123, Q28.

1. INTRODUCTION

 Effects of the strictness of environmental policy on a country's comparative advan-

tage and trade patterns have been analyzed theoretically since the lgio's. The standard 
observation is that the tighter environmental policy leads to a comparative disadvantage 

(advantage) in more (less) polluting goods, simply because a tighter environmental pol-
icy increases the production costs of polluting goods. A number of theoretical studies 
have been done in this line, from the pioneering works in the io's, compiled in Siebert 

et al. (1980), to the researches of late such as Copeland and Taylor (1994, 1995) and 
Antweiler et al. (2001), who exercise richer models to investigate the effects of trade 
liberalization on the environmental quality.
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 Recently, however, Chua (2003) develops a two-factor (labor and capital), three-good 

(two final goods  and an abatement service) general equilibrium model and provides an 
example against this conventional view. Assuming that the level of emission is propor-
tional to output, the author shows that the price of the good with higher pollution-output 
ratio may decrease in response to a higher pollution tax, or in other words, a country 
with tighter environmental policy may have a comparative advantage in the polluting 

good. This is because the pollution tax has two effects: on one hand it raises the price 
of the good with the higher tax burden; on the other hand it raises or lowers the rela-

tive wage-rental ratio depending on the factor intensity of the final goods. These two 
effects may work in opposite directions since it is assumed that the factor intensity is 
independent of the pollution intensity. 

 In this paper, I would like to provide a different explanation for the possibility that 
a country with the stringent environmental policy has a comparative advantage (dis-

advantage) in polluting (less polluting) goods. In distinction from Chua (2003) who 
formulates pollution as a by-product, I regard it as a factor of production. the total sup-

ply of which is determined by the government. A two-sector, competitive economy in 
which firms produce the goods by purchasing emission permits from the government 
as well as employing primary factor(s) of production is supposed. The model is es-

sentially a traditional two-good general equilibrium one. In the model, the strictness 
of the environmental policy is signified by the level of the total permits' . Assuming 

that factors of production are freely mobile between sectors, by analogy with the Ry-
bczynski theorem a country with tighter environmental policy has the less output of the 

pollution-intensive good2, which leads to the higher autarky price of that good. When 
there are negative externalities of pollution on the production side, however, counter-
vailing force against the Rybczynski theorem may exist and hence there may be a case 
where a tighter environmental policy lowers the relative price of polluting goods in the 

autarky equilibrium. 
  In most of the theoretical studies on trade and the environment, it has been assumed 

that pollution is harmful only to consumers whereas damages on the production side 

has been ignored. However, as Copeland and Taylor (1999) notes in the introductory 

part of their paper that develops a two-sector dynamic model of trade and pollution, 
the negative impacts of industrial pollution on fishing, agricultural yields. the value 
of standing forests, and tourism are not negligible. In this paper I would like to shed 
light on the effects of pollution on the productivity of goods and/or the total supply of 

primary factors of production, by examining two models that are variants of the standard 
Heckscher-Ohlin model. in the first model examined in Section 2, it is assumed that 
firms produce the goods employing "two factors" (one primary factor and the emission 

permit) and the negative externality of pollution on the productivity in each sector is 
present. It is shown that, depending on the elasticity of environmental externality in 

t Environmental policy by pollution taxation is also considered, though briefly, in this paper. See Section 
3.2. 

  2 If there are sector-specific factors of production, the Rybczynski theorem may not hold in the short run. 
See, e.g., Jones and Nealy (1984, Section 2.4) and Wong (1995, Section 2.6).
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each sector, the autarky price of the pollution-intensive good may decrease in response 
to a tighter environmental policys. In Section 3, the second model, in which there are 
"three factors" (two primary factors and the emission permit) and the total supply of 

each primary factor is affected by pollution, is developed. In this setup, more stringent 
environmental regulation may lead to a comparative advantage in polluting goods even 
if there are no direct productivity effects of pollution. 

 There have been a number of empirical studies testing the effects of environmental 

policy on patterns of trade as well. Sonic studies (e.g.. Robison 1988; Low and Yeats 
1992; Lucas et al. 1992) show the evidence in favor of the theoretical prediction, but 
others (e.g., Tobey 1990; Van Beers and van den Bergh 1997; Xu 1999) do not. The the-

oretical analysis in this paper, which suggests that even in a simple two-sector general 
equilibrium framework the relationship between the strictness of environmental policy 

and comparative advantage is not always self-evident, can be an explanation of the vari-
ation among empirical results as well as the gap between the theory and the evidence.

2. A MODEL WITH ONE PRIMARY FACTOR AND POLLUTION

 Consider an economy producing two goods. Production of each good requires a pri-
mary input, labor, but generates pollution that deteriorates the environmental quality. 

To control the emission of pollution, the government issues pollution permits and firms 
must purchase them for producing goods. Total emissions E, the level of which is deter-

mined by the government, are regarded as public "bads" and may affect the productivity 
of each good, i.e.. pollution may cause negative externality on production. These rela-
tionships can be written as a "production function" Xi = FI (E, Ll, E j ), j = 1, 2, 

where Xi, Li and E j denote output of good j, labor input for producing good j and 
emission generated by producing that good, respectively4. It is further assumed that 

Fi (E, Li, E j) can be written as 

Fi (E, Li, E j) = A j (E) GI (L j, E j) , j = 1, 2 , 

where A(E) is decreasing in E and Gt (Li, E j) exhibits constant returns to scale with 
diminishing marginal productivity to each factor. The negative externality on production 

is therefore modeled as a Hicks-neutral technical "regress" (i.e., negative progress)5. 
 It is assumed that labor can be freely mobile between sectors and both sectors comply 

the environmental policy. Thus both sectors face the the same wage rate w and the same

3 There has been substantial works that extend the standard Heckscher-Ohlin model by assuming that 

production technology exhibits variable returns to scale or there exist external economies of scale and re-
examine the validity of the Stolper-Samuelson and the Rybczynski theorems. See, e.g., Wong (1995, Chapter 

5) for a review. Although the source of externality is different, the present study is considered to be closely 

related to this research area. 
4 On the interpretation of pollution as an input

, see, e.g., Siebert et al. (1980), Lopez (1994) and Copeland 
and Taylor (1994, 1995). 

5 McGuire (1982) has derived a reduced form production function that depends on the level of an envi-

ronmental policy parameter and discussed under what conditions environmental regulation is equivalent to 

neutral technical regress. The present analysis, by contrast, assumes the direct externality effect of pollution 
and hence a tighter environmental regulation reduces E and brings about the technical prowess.
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price of an emission permit T. Both goods are produced by competitive. representative 
firms minimizing the unit production cost and hence the labor-output ratio aL j and 

permit-output ratio aEj of good j (j = 1, 2) are derived as functions of the relative 
factor price wit and the total emissions E. 

 Under perfect competition, firms producing positive outputs earn zero profit. Let p 
be the price of good 1 (good 2 is assumed to be numeraire). The zero profit conditions 
are therefore given by 

aLl (w/T, E) w + a.El(w/t, E) T = p,(1) 

aL2(w/z. E) w +aE2(w/r, E) r = I .(2) 

 Let L be the total endowment of labor, assumed to be constant. The endowment of 

pollution permits E is exogenously determined by the government. Needless to say, E 
is equal to the total emissions of the economy E. The full employment conditions are 
then given by 

aL1(w/r. E) XI + ilL2(wIT, E) X2 = L ,(3) 

(1E1 (wt /r, E) XI +aE7(w/z, E) X2 = E .(4) 

2.1. Externality on Productivity and the Effect of Tighter Environmental Policy on 
    Output 

  Let = dz/z denote the percent change of a variable z. Totally differentiating (1), 
(2), (3) and (4) and rearranging terms yield 

0E1(u'+ +8L1(t+an) = p,(5) 

9L2(w +3L2) +9E2(r +aE2) = 0,(6) 

ALI (aLl + X 1) +AL2(aL2 + X2) = 0,(7) 

AE1(El +XI)+XE2(aE2+X2) = E,(8) 

where 6j j is the distributive share of factor i in sector j and Xi is the fraction of factor i 
put in sector j (i = L, E, j = 1, 2). Clearly, (kj +9E j = 1, j = 1, 2 and All +til2 = 1, 
i = L, E hold. 
  Totally differentiating the unit production function A i(E) ea Li, aE;) = 1 and 
using the cost minimization conditions w = ?.A 1 GL and z = n.A j G F, where A is a 
Lagrange multiplier (which is in turn equal to the commodity price), it follows that 

AJGdE+AlG'LdaLJ+AlGEdaEj=—Ej E+&LjaLj+6EjaEJ =0, j=1,2, 
where e j - —Al E/Al is the elasticity of environmental externality effect on the pro-
ductivity of good j (j = 1, 2). In light of the above expression, (5) and (6) can be 
rewritten as follows: 

flLlW+oEiz=p-6IE,(9) 

OL2ul+6E2r= —Si E.(10)
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The elasticity of substitution between labor and emission permits in sector j can be 

defined as 

                     (T•-aLj–QEj= 1             j,,2 
IL'—t 

With this definition and the cost minimization condition BL j aUj + 0E j at; j = S; E, a, j 

can be solved as 

Li =Ej E –BEjaj(W –T), aEj =e E+BLjaj( – f),j = 1,2. 
In light of these expressions. (7) and (8) can be rewritten as follows: 

ALIXl+AL2X2=8L(u)—t)–(ALIei+A.L282)E, (11) 

AEi X I + AF2 X2 = E — SE(u! — r) — (AEi El + AE2 E2)E, (12) 

where SL = AL I 0E1 al + AL2 9E7)0-1 and SE = AEI BL I al + AE., Boa-) 8i can be 
interpreted as the aggregate percentage saving in factor i (i = L, E) at unchanged 
outputs associated with a 1 percent fall in the relative wage (Jones 1965). 

 From (9) and (10), it follows that 

                       p+(E2—El)E  
     w— t=(13) 

101 
where 161 = 01.1 052 — BL2 BEI = 0E2 – BE1. The relative factor price is affected by the 
total emission permits via negative impacts of pollution on the productivity of goods. 
Substituting (13) into (1 1) and (12) and solving them for X I and X2 to get 

1 AE2 SL + AL2 SE 
XI 

IAI IBI

(42 SL+AL2 SE) (E2–E 1)        •–+IBI - Ix1 E, E           

lAEI SL+ ALL 8E 
    X2 =

I—I— 101 

(AEI SL+tiLlSE)(E2–El)         + ALIiol – 111 E2 E , 

of three terms. The first term is the inagnification effect, i.e., the effect 
in the total permits on outputs in line with the Rybczynski theorem: a red 
increases (decreases) the output of the labor-intensive (pollution-intensive) 
second stems from a change in the relative factor price, i.e.. the indirect e 
the environmental extern lity on productivity. The direction of this effect 
the factor intensity and the pollution el sticity of each sector. Th third

(14a)

(14b)

14) consists 
of three terms. The first term is the inagnification effect, i.e., the effect of a change 
in the total permits on outputs in line with the Rybczynski theorem: a reduction in E 
increases (decreases) the output of the labor-intensive (pollution-intensive) good. The 
second stems from a change in the relative factor price, i.e.. the indirect effect due to 
the environmental extern lity on productivity. The direction of this effect depends on 
the factor intensity and the pollution el sticity of each sector. Th third term is the 
direct productivity effect of pollution: a reduction in E increases outputs of both sectors 
because of an improvement of the productivity. 

 From (14). the rate of change of the relative output Xi /X2 can be derived as follows:
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SL + SE „ (SL + SE     XI—X2=p+——1++Pd) (e2—el) E. (15) 
    lAlio The coefficient of E becomes positive provided that sector 1 (sector 2) is more pollution-

intensive, i.e., IXI < 0 and 191 < 0 (IXI > 0 and 191 > 0), and El < (>)e2. Hence 
tighter environmental policy (i.e., a reduction in E) decreases the relative output of 
the pollution-intensive good if the pollution-intensive sector suffers the productivity 
loss from pollution not more than the labor-intensive sector. In such a case, the di-
rect and indirect productivity effects reinforce the magnification effect. If, however, the 

pollution-intensive sector suffers from pollution more than the labor-intensive sector, 
the magnification and the productivity effects work in the opposite direction. 

2.2. Environmental Policy and Autarky Equilibrium Price 
 The possibility that tighter environmental policy can increase the relative output of 

the pollution-intensive good may revise the conventional wisdom on comparative ad-
vantage as well. To see this, let us consider the demand side of the economy and derive 
the autarky equilibrium price. Denote the demand for good j by xi (j = 1, 2), As-
suming that the preference of a representative consumer is homothetic in consumption, 
the relative demand xi /x2 is dependent on the relative price p and (possibly) the total 
emission E: 

a I 
= f(p, E) . 

x? 

The dependence of xi /x2 on E reflects the negative externality of pollution on the rep-
resentative consumer's utility6. The rate of change of xi /x2 is given by 

xi—_x2= —ad n—EdE.(16) 

where 

ad =a log (xi /x2)and ealog (xi /x2)                a l
og p`ta log 

are the elasticity of substitution between the two goods on the demand side and the 

pollution elasticity of relative demand, respectively. 
  In the autarky equilibrium, the relative price p. is determined so that the relative 

supply XI/X2 and the relative demand xi /x2 are equalized. From (15) and (16), it 
follows that               

1 SL + SE              —Ed
I—1 + 19+IRI(E2—el) E . (17)       pit=S

L +SE+
6d 

It is clear that a tighter environmental policy (reduction in the total permit E) raises 
the autarky relative price of good 1 if the second term in the numerator of (17) is pos-
itive. As discussed in the previous subsection, however, the sign of this term becomes 

  6 In Copeland and Taylor (1994, 1995), the utility function is assumed to be additively separable and in 
Chua (2003), it is multiplicatively separable. In both cases, the relative demand is solely dependent on the 
relative price.
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ambiguous if the productivity effects are so large that they outweigh the magnification 

effect. In such the case, a count?), with a tighter environmental regulation !nay have a 
comparative advantage in the pollution-intensive good.

3. A MODEL WITH TWO PRIMARY FACTORS AND POLLUTION

In this section I present an alternative model, with two primary factors of production, 

labor and capital. I also assume that the negative externality of pollution emerges as a 

reduction in effective supply of the primary factors, not as a decrease in productivity 

of each goodi. Pollutants such as SOx and NOx have negative effects on human health 

(e.g., asthma and bronchial infection) and may reduce the endowment of effective labor. 
They also react with cloud water to form acid rain, which accelerates the decay of build-

ing materials and paints as well as damages on forests and soils. In other words, such 

pollutants may accelerate depletion of productive capital. These facts would support 
validity of the present setup. 

 The economy is characterized by the following system of equations:

aL l (w/t, r/r) w -F aK l (w/t, r/t) r+ al: l (w/z, r/r) T= p, 

aL2(w/t, r/r) w+ "K2(wit, r/r) r+ aE2(w/r, r/t) r= 1, 

aLI (w/r, r/t) XI + a12(w/r, r/r) X2 = L(E) . 

aK I (w/r, r/r) XI + aK2(w/r, r/r) X2 = K(E) , 

aEt (wit, r/t) XI + aE2(w/r, r/r) X2 = E , 

where aKJ denotes the unit capital requirement 
capital and K the capital endowment. The other variables are defined in the 
as in the previous section. 

 (18) and (19) are zero profit conditions for good 1 and 2, respectively. (2( 
are full employment conditions for labor and capital, respectively. As in th 
model, I assume that the environmental policy takes the form of tradable em 
mits. Under this assumption, T is an endogenous variable that depends on 
is solved from the equilibrium condition for the emission market (22)8. Alt

(18) 

(19) 

(20) 

(21) 

(22)

the price of 

                           The other variables are defined in the same way

 (18) and (19) are zero profit conditions for good 1 and 2, respectively. )) and (21) 
are full employment conditions for labor and capital, respectively. As in the previous 
model, I assume that the environmental policy takes the form of tradable emission per-
mits. Under this assumption, T is an endogenous variable that depends on which 
is solved from the equilibrium condition for the emission market (22)8. Alternatively. 
environmental policy can take the form of emission taxes. If it is assumed that the gov-
ernment levies tax on emission of pollution, r is a policy parameter whereas E, the total 
level of pollution in the economy. is endogenously determined by (22). I will discuss the 
effect of tighter environmental policy on comparative advantage in the case of emission 
tax policy later on. 

3.1. Effects of Tighter Environmental Policy 
 Totally differentiating the zero profit conditions (18) and (19) and using the cost 

minimization condition, it follows that

7 Or equivalently , it can be explained that we assume that the productivity effects of pollution in both 
sectors are of equal size. 

8 w and r are endogenously determined from (18) and (19) as functions of p and r , while X 1 and X2 are 
solved from (20) and (21).
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 OL  111)  +  OK  I  1  +  0E1  T  =  P  ,(?3) 

OL2 w + OK? r + OE2 T = O .(24) 

Solving (23) and (24) for -Cu and 1-, I obtain 

OK2 P + (OK I OE2 — OE] 010).i—9L2 p + (0E1 OL2 — ()Ll 0E2) t  w=
101,r=~~~,(25) 

where 101 is defined here as 101 - 0L t OK2 — OK 1 OL2. (25) states that, for given T, if 
good 1 is labor-intensive and good 2 is capital-intensive (i.e., aLl/aK1 > aL2/aK2), 
101 > 0 holds and hence w is increasing and r is decreasing in r, respectively, and vice 
versa. 

 Totally differentiating the full employment conditions for the primary factors (20) 
and (21), it follows that 

XL] XI +  X L2 X? =  —EL E— AL l Ll L I— AL2 aL2. (26) 

AK1 XI + AK2 X2 = —EK E — AK 1 aK l — XK2 aK2 , (27) 

where 8L - —L'E/L and EK - —K'E/K are elasticities of environmental external-
ity on total amounts of labor and capital, respectively, in the economy. I assume for 
simplicity that the elasticities of substitution between factors of production are equal to 
unity, implying that the production functions of both sectors are of the Cobb-Douglas 
type: 

aLj — aEj  aKj — aEJ 
_ 1 — 1, 7 

LJJ—T )"—T 

Then, with the condition 0L j al, j + OKJ aKj + OE jarj= 0, hi and Egg j are solved as 
follows: 

aLj =—(1 —AL.i)(th—T)+Ox,i (y  —T) ,(28a) 
aK.i = OLJ (u, - T) — (1 — OKJ) (1 — T) , (28b) 

for j = 1, 2. Solving (26) and (27) for ICI  and X2, it follows that 

Xi —(AL2 EK—XK2 EL) E+i''L2 (XK I aKi+'6'll(2)— XK2 (AL I aLl+ AL2 aL2)  IX' 

                                                (29a) 

56=(41 EL — XL I EK) E+XKI (AL 1aL 1 + Al2 aL2)—~~Ll (AKIaKl+AK2 aK2)  
lxi 

                                             (29b) 

                                                          the rate of

change in the relative output XI/  X 2 for given r can be derived as follows: 

  XI — X2 =EK — ELt+(-19— E  OEI i IX! IAI 101 

(1 +(AKI -ALI) On} OK2+(1+(XLL -XKl)OKI}OL2

RI 101
p. (30)
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 To close the model, we must take into account the equilibrium condition for the mar-
ket of emission permits (22). Totally differentiating (22) and substituting (25) , (28) and 
(29) into them, the relationship between the total supply of permits E and the permit 

price r can be derived as 

           RCt —l-(AE1—XL1)EK — (.El —AK1)ELEioll.1                          IXI 
P.E 1 — AK I) 0K2 + (AEI — AL 1) 0L2                    

I~I IHIp,(31) 
where 

C = (4E1 - AK1) (0K1 0E2 — 0E1 0K2) + (XLl — AEI) (0EI 0L2 — OLI 0E2) 

+ (AKI — ALI) (OLI OK2 — OKI OL2) 

is negativeg. Substituting (31) into (30), the percentage change in the relative output 
X 1 / X2 can be obtained as follows: 

         [EKIAl— EL+oE2-oEll-(XEI—ALI)EK~I(AEI—XKI)ELHE XI — X2= 

+ IAl----------IoI,                                             (32) 

where 

{l +(a.Kl —ALI)]9L1)fgK2+{l +(XLI -AKI)6Kl}0L2 

0E2 — 0E1                         {(
XE1—AK1)0K2+(XE1—ALI)0L2} • 

The coefficient of E consists of terms that present three effects. The first term in the 
square bracket, (EK — EL) is the direct externality effect: a change in the total 
level of pollution affects the endowment of labor and/or capital and hence the output 
of each good. The second term can be further decomposed into two effects. The first 
one. (0E2 — 0E1) /CD, is the endowment effect, which corresponds to the magnification 
effect in the model with one primary factor. The second one, — 1(0E2 — 0E1) /Ill -

{(X•El — 41) EK — (AEI — kK1) EL} /IAI, refers to the indirect externality effect, which 
stems from a change in factor prices. 

 In the absence of externality effects (i.e., EK = EL = 0), the coefficient of E in (32) is 
reduced to (0E2 — 0E1) /cl). We can say that sector I is more (less) pollution-intensive 
than sector 2 if 061 > 0E2 (9E1 < 062) holds. This definition of pollution intensity can 
be justified by the following grounds. First, in a substantial number of empirical studies, 

pollution-intensive sectors are identified as those which have incurred high levels of 
abatement expenditure per unit of output in the US and other OECD economies (e.g.,

9 For ti
, i = L, K, E, h A i, it holds that 

           sign (Xlil — = sign (4 ] Al2 — •'•i l ̂ •h2) • sign (ol2lgi2 —Oiled/12)   •
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Robison 1988; Tobey 1990; Low and Yeats 1992)10. Second, when we regard the 
emission of pollution as a factor of production as well as labor and  capital, the pollution 
intensity should be identified from the viewpoint of each primary factor. In other words, 

good 1 (good 2) is said to be pollution-intensive "in terms of labor" relative to good 2 
(good 1) if aEl/aLl > (<)aE2/aL2 and analogously, it is said to be pollution-intensive 
"in terms of capital" relative to good 2 (good 1) if aEl /aK 1 > (<)aE2/aK2 . However, 

since 

0E2 — 6E1 = (0 E2ol,1—OEIOL2) + (oE2oK 1— gEl6K2) 

0E1 > 9E2 holds if sector 1 is pollution intensive in terms of both labor and capital. 
Therefore it is reasonable to distinguish the pollution intensity by comparing the share of 

pollution permits (construed as pollution abatement cost) OE". Based on this definition 
of pollution intensity, it follows that a tighter environmental policy reduces the relative 
output of the pollution-intensive good if there are no externality effects on the supply of 

primary factors. 
 Next consider the situation in which the externality effects of pollution on factor 

endowments are present. Suppose that sector l is capital-intensive (i.e., 1X1 < 0). In ad-
dition, it is normally assumed that dirty goods are capital-intensive (see, e.g., Antweiler 
et al. 2001) and hence suppose sector 1 is also pollution-intensive (i.e., 0E1 > 9E2). 
Then, the coefficient of E in (32) is positive if 8K < EL holds. In other words, if the 
labor supply is more severely damaged by pollution than the capital supply, tighter en-
vironmental policy (reduction in E) unambiguously reduces the relative output of the 
capital-intensive, dirty good. This is because the direct and indirect externality effects 
reinforce the endowment effect of a change in the supply of emission permits. If, how-
ever, the negative externality of pollution on the capital endowment is larger (in the 
elasticity form) than on the labor endowment, the externality effects and the endow-
ment effect work in the opposite direction and hence the sign of E becomes ambiguous. 
Hence tighter environmental regulation may increase the relative output of the pollution-
intensive good. 

 The autarky equilibrium condition Xi/X2 = xi/x2 determines the equilibrium rela-
tive price, pA. In light of (16) and (32), the rate of change in pA is derived as follows: 

      —Ed—EK — EL+6E2 — oEll(-El — ALI) EK—(AEI — ).Kl) EL  
   1%lAll 

PA = IE.

IAIIBI+ ad

The autarky equilibrium is locally stable if `11/ (IAliol) + ad > 0. 
dition holds, the relative equilibrium price of good l is negatively

        (33) 

Assuming this con-

related to the total

tp Some studies (e .g., Lucas et al. 1992) employ an alternative definition of the pollution intensity, based 

on emission levels per unit of output. Yet, despite variations in definitions, almost the same industries (pulp 

and paper, mining, iron and steel, primary nonferrous metals, and chemicals) are picked up as the pollution-
intensive ones.
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emission permits if the sign of the square bracket in (33) is positive. As discussed 
above, even if good  1 is a capital-intensive, dirty good, the sign is not always posi-
tive when  EK > EL. In particular, the sign may be negative if in addition Eat is close to 

zero I I and the externality effects induced by environmental policy outweigh the endow-
ment effect which is in line with the factor and pollution intensities. In other words, a 
tighter environmental policy may result in comparative advantage in capital intensive, 

dirty goods if the effect of pollution on the relative demand is negligible, the capital 

supply is more severely damaged by pollution than the labor supply and the externality 
effects induced by envirorunental policy outweigh the endowment effect. 

3.2. Choice of Policy Instruments 
 It has been assumed so far in this paper that the government regulates the total level 

of emissions and makes firms trade the emission permits. However, except for a few 

studies (e.g., Copeland and Taylor 1995), existing models on trade and the environ-
ment have assumed pollution taxes rather than emission permits as environmental pol-

icy instruments. I would like to briefly discuss the relationships between environmental 

policy and comparative advantage for the case of emission tax. 
 The equilibrium relationship between the total emissions E and the payment of each 

firm for one unit of emission r is given by (31). The coefficient of E in (31) consists 
of two terms. if there is no externality effect of pollution on the factor endowments 

(EL = EK = 0), the second term is deleted and hence the coefficient is reduced to 1. 
implying a negative relationship between E and r. Even if the externality effects on 
the factor endowments are present and it works against the endowment effect, we can 

say that E and r are negatively related as long as the indirect externality effect does 
not outweigh the endowment effect. In these cases, the analysis on the effect of tighter 

pollution permits policy (reduction in Ej applies to that of tighter pollution tax policy 
(increase in r).

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS

 Using a two-good general equilibrium framework in which the emission of pollution 

is modeled as the input for production and the negative externality effects of pollu-

tion are present in the production side of the economy, this paper has discussed that 

tighter environmental regulations do not necessarily lead to a comparative disadvantage 

in pollution-intensive goods. This finding is contrary to the prevalent notion adopted in 

most of the theoretical works in trade and the environment. To show the possibilities 

of such the paradoxical result, I developed two models. In the first model, in which 

the productivity of each good is damaged by pollution, the paradox may arise under the 

assumption that the negative productivity effect of pollution is larger in the pollution-

intensive sector. In the second model, in which the pollution affects the total supply of

11 This assumption does not mean that the representative consumer's utility is barely independent on the 

level of pollution. See Footnote 6.
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primary factors, stringent environmental regulation may result in comparative advan-
tage in the pollution-intensive good when the total supply of capital is more severely 
damaged than that of labor and the pollution-intensive sector is also capital-intensive. 

 It is an empirical question whether or not the above conditions are met since they 
depend on the production structure in each sector. As far as  1 know, there are few 
econometric models on  trade and the environment but, e.g.. Lopez (1997) that allow for 
the environmental externality on productivity. Further empirical researches incorporat-
ing the richer elements of the production side would clarify why and how the theory 
and the evidence diverge.
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